The Moonstone

The Moonstone (1868) by Wilkie Collins is
a 19th-century British epistolary novel,
generally considered the first detective
novel in the English language. The story
was originally serialised in Charles
Dickens magazine All the Year Round.
The Moonstone and The Woman in White
are considered Wilkie Collins best novels.
Besides creating many of the ground rules
of the detective novel, The Moonstone also
reflected Collins enlightened social
attitudes in his treatment of the servants in
the novel. Collins adapted The Moonstone
for the stage in 1877, but the production
was performed for only two months.
Rachel Verinder, a young English woman,
inherits a large Indian diamond on her
eighteenth birthday. It is a legacy from her
uncle, a corrupt British army officer who
served in India. The diamond is of great
religious significance as well as being
extremely valuable, and three Hindu priests
have dedicated their lives to recovering it.
The story incorporates elements of the
legendary origins of the Hope Diamond (or
perhaps the Orloff Diamond). Rachels
eighteenth birthday is celebrated with a
large party, whose guests include her
cousin Franklin Blake. She wears the
Moonstone on her dress that evening for all
to see, including some Indian jugglers who
have called at the house. Later that night,
the diamond is stolen from Rachels
bedroom, and a period of turmoil,
unhappiness,
misunderstandings
and
ill-luck ensues. Told by a series of
narratives from some of the main
characters, the complex plot traces the
subsequent efforts to explain the theft,
identify the thief, trace the stone and
recover it ...

Crime . When the fabulous Moonstone diamond is stolen, all the suspects appear to have alibis. Even the young girl who
owns the diamond wont say whom she sawWidely regarded as the precursor of the modern mystery and suspense
novels, The Moonstone tells of the events surrounding the disappearance of a - 47 min - Uploaded by The Video
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CellarA 1934 critically acclaimed American film adaptation of Wilkie Collins The Moonstone by First Period, Chapters
IVVI First Period, Chapters VIIIX First Period, Chapters X and XI First Period, Chapters XIIXIV First Period,
Chapters XVXVII.Editorial Reviews. About the Author. English novelist and playwright Wilkie Collins was a The
Moonstone - Kindle edition by Wilkie Collins. Download it once: The Moonstone: Greg Wise, Keeley Hawes, Terrence
Hardiman, Mellan Mitchell, Peter Vaughan, Patricia Hodge, Rachel Lumberg, Nicholas LaneBuy The Moonstone by
Wilkie Collins, Sandra Kemp from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your local Waterstones or get FREE UK
delivery on ordersThe Project Gutenberg EBook of The Moonstone, by Wilkie Collins This eBook is for the use of
anyone anywhere at no cost and with almost no restrictionsCrime When the fabulous Moonstone diamond is stolen, all
the suspects appear to have alibis. Even the young girl who owns the diamond wont say whom she saw Free kindle
book and epub digitized and proofread by Project Gutenberg.The Moonstone is a page-turner, writes Carolyn Heilbrun.
It catches one up and unfolds its amazing story through the recountings of its several narrators, all ofRead about Wilkie
Collins The Moonstone, a detective novel on the British Librarys Discovering Literature website.The Moonstone is a
daytime drama series produced by King Bert Productions for BBC 1 Daytime. It is an adaptation of the Wilkie Collins
novel described by T.S.When the fabulous Moonstone diamond is stolen, all the suspects appear to have alibis. Even the
young girl who owns the diamond wont say whom she saw - 21 sec - Uploaded by Neil Scott-SillsFive-part drama series
based on the detective novel by Wilkie Collins in which a man must find a The Moonstone is a made-for-television
movie based on The Moonstone by Wilkie Collins. Plot[edit]. For a detailed plot see The Moonstone. Cast[edit].THE
MOONSTONE: A ROMANCE. Do you feel an uncomfortable heat at the pit of your stomachand a nasty thumping at
the top of your head?I call it theComedy When the fabulous Moonstone diamond is stolen, all the suspects appear to
have alibis. Even the young girl who owns the diamond wont say whom she saw Unfolding in unhurried episodes, this
first and best of modern English detective novels is perfectly paced for stints on the sand, writes KerenA prolific author
of the Victorian era, Wilkie Collins (1824-89) wrote sensation novels. The forerunners of todays detective and suspense
fiction, his best-knownCarolyn G. Heilbrun, Avalon Foundation Professor in the Humanities Emerita at Columbia
University, has authored scholarly classics such as Writing A WomansThe Moonstone, indeed, was originally serialised
by Dickens in his magazine All The Year Round between 4 January and 8 August 1868. During the writingFree
summary and analysis of the events in Wilkie Collinss The Moonstone that wont make you snore. We promise.
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